
Few people these days are 
oblivious to the unrest hap-
pening in North Africa and 
the Middle East.  But what 
about the grim fights hap-
pening in the rest of the 
world?  People are strug-
gling for causes left and right, 
but only a few get cover-
age.  Introducing Part 2 of 
my however-many-it-takes 
long series detailing these 
unknown struggles, “What 
They’re Fighting For In…”

Iraq!  Until a few weeks 
ago, Iraq held the world re-
cord for a country without 
a government, at 249 days.  
They held the record for a 
couple of months, until big 
bad Belgium came along and 
toppled Iraq’s awesome re-
cord.  Without anything to 
be proud of, Iraqis called 
a national strike demanding 
more incompetence at the 
top.

Said one protester, “Who 
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Anybody  who  wan t s  t he 
presidency so much that he’ll 
spend two years organizing and 
campaigning for it is not to be 
trusted with the office.
     -David Broder

...see 2Prude2bNude on back

AILY
nudist colony; all members firmly adhere 
to a lifestyle of being secure, covered, 
and invulnerable to the natural elements. 
Trench coats, hats, gloves, and knee-
high socks are common items, as are 
more unconventional garments such as 
nuns’ habits and old-school bloomers. 

The prudists have already butted heads 
(not literally) with western-region nudist 
colonies – “hippie enclaves,” they call 
nudists. The two groups can be seen 
as rival gangs. A nudist representative, 
Treebark Mooncheeks, informed the Bull 
of her colony’s concerns with the neigh-
boring fully-clothed group. “They’re 
probably going to die of heatstroke or 
lack of air supply to their bodies. Besides 
which, they will probably die out as a 
colony unless they can find a way to re-
produce without taking off their clothes. 
Live and be freeeee….” 

Ms. Mooncheeks became distracted by 
a passing breeze and was subsequently 
unavailable for comment.

Said aforementioned balaclava person: 
“We aren’t worried about reproduc-
tion. As long as we continually recruit 
members to the colony, we will survive. 
Fornication isn’t really an option when 
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EAST DULLTON, IDAHO – The western 
United States has a lot of reputation as 
a pretty liberal region. In Vegas, you can 
blow all your money on strippers and 
gambling. You can go to Burning Man, eat 
drugs and make whatever strikes you as 
artistic. Some places support marrying as 
many people as you want. San Francisco 
is so vibrant that a peacock would feel 
faded, and Hollywood is a land where 
literally anything goes.  

Because of the footloose and fancy-free 
nature of the west, residents of East Dull-
ton (about 45 miles west of the capital, 
Blandville) have found themselves at 
the forefront of media attention. As it 
stands, the town is the exact opposite 
of western Manifest Destiny craziness. 
East Dullton is home to a large number of 
people who believe in wearing as many 
clothes as possible at all times, and the 
city was recently declared the country’s 
first official prudist colony. 

“We firmly believe that people who 
reveal skin are doing it all wrong,” huffed 
one devout prudist from beneath a 
trench coat and balaclava. “They don’t 
understand how comforting it is to be 
fully secure inside your clothes.” Our 
subject, whose gender was never identi-
fied, likened East Dullton to an inverse-
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Verb: ________________________

Body part: ____________________

Plural noun: ___________________

Plural noun 2: __________________

Quantity: _____________________

Verb 2: _______________________

Something unpleasant: __________

Number: _____________________

Noun: _______________________

-ed verb: _____________________

Verb 3: ______________________

Plural noun 3: __________________

-ed verb 2: ____________________

Noun 2: ______________________

Person: ______________________

Noun 3: ______________________
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do those Belgians think they are, dilly 
dallying longer than us?  We’re Iraqis, 
we have had nothing but unrest for 
years.  The one thing we thought we 
were good at was a lack of stability 
and political process, but no.  This 
just goes to show that the First World 

...Great Leap Forward from front

you’re a prudist. Nothing can show, 
nothing can touch. East Dullton isn’t 
abbreviated E.D. by coincidence, 
you know.”

Needless to say, some serious territo-
rial weirdness is going to start taking 
place in the Idaho no-mans-land.  
Nudists are seeking to control trees 
and small, gentle streams, while the 
prudists have begun making claims to 
entire mountains “for their caves.” The 
Daily Bull promises to keep readers 
informed of this emerging trend of 
conflict between nudists and prudists, 
as well as an eventual HBO special on 
a third, rapidly-reproducing enclave 
of Montana-based crudeists. 

... 2Prude2bNude from front

MONDAY MAD-LIB: Hamlet’s Soliloquy
To ______________ (verb), or not to ____________ (same verb) --that is the question: 
Whether ‘tis nobler in the ______________ (body part) to suffer 
The _____________ (plural noun) and _______________ (plural noun2) of outrageous fortune 
Or to take arms against a ________________ (quantity) of troubles 
And by opposing end them. To _______________ (verb2), to sleep-- 
No more--and by a sleep to say we end 
The _________________ (unpleasant thing), and the ____________ (number) natural shocks 
That flesh is heir to. ‘Tis a _________________ (noun) 
Devoutly to be _________________ (-ed verb). To die, to sleep-- 
To sleep--perchance to ________________ (verb3): ay, there’s the rub, 
For in that sleep of death what _______________ (plural noun3) may come 
When we have _________________ (-ed verb2) off this mortal ______________ (noun2), 
Must give _______________ (person) pause. There’s the respect 
That makes calamity of so long ______________ (noun3). 

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Is your organization 
doing something EPIC and 
AMAZING for Spring Fling 

2011? Do you want to 
get more visitors to your 

booth than any other 
group*?

*except maybe us, because we are going to be amazing this year. Be sure to check us out!

ADVERTISE WITH THE DAILY BULL!
Our prices are affordable, way better than cassette 
tapes, and far too sexy for your budget! We distrib-
ute like a virus all over campus and via the web 
- imagine all the people you could attract to your 
booth! Give us a shout at bull@mtu.edu to work out 

a deal. WE LOVE THE 80s and WE LOVE YOU!

is still oppressing developing nations 
like ours.”  The Belgian government re-
fuses to comment until they come to 
exist later in 2013.

Fiji!  Exports from this tiny island na-
tion are few and far between.  So 
when Americans figured out that 
it’s cheaper and more environmen-
tally friendly to drink water from their 
homes than it is to import it from the 
middle of the Pacific Ocean, tensions 
rose to a fever pitch

Fijian frustrations spilled over onto the 
few streets the country has, igniting 
confrontations between riot police 
and laid-off water bottlers.  Things 
took a turn for the worst when Al 
Gore called on the rioters to “show 
restraint or we’ll drown your country 
with rising sea levels.  Your choice.”  
Fijians have vowed to continue their 
fight to the last drop… of blood!

Wisconsin!  The Cheeseheads are at 
it again!  With protests raging inside 
the capital building for the past few 

months, Packers fans are organizing 
their own revolts demanding their 
state’s dignity back.  “We just won the 
Super Bowl guys, can’t we all just be 
happy for a change?” said QB Aaron 
Rodgers.  “All your antics down in 
Madison are making me want to re-
tire.”  To fight the political protesters, 
Packer fans are staging live-ins at the 
vacant homes of those residing in the 
capital.

Earth!  Last week, the Supreme Court 
of the U.S. of A. recently ruled 8-1 in 
favor of allowing the Westboro Baptist 
Church to continue their horrendous-
ly obscene protests at funerals.  “Free-
dom of speech shall be protected… 
even if it inflicts great pain,” said Jus-
tice Roberts.  The rest of the world? 
“Kill em!”

Demonstrators came out of every 
nook and cranny of this great planet 
to support those who died with dig-
nity and who should be buried with 
the honor they deserve. al-Qaeda, 
Chechen rebels, neo-Nazi scumbags, 
the College of Cardinals, 10 million 
schools worth of small children, the 
sick and infirm, fabulous porn stars, 
British ravers, astronauts in space, 
North Korea, tea partiers, coffee sip-
pers, and every veteran of every war 
EVER all linked arms and swayed to 
the peaceful hymns broadcast forth 
by the combined magnificence of ev-
ery orchestra on the planet.

“That every single person on Earth 
can join hands and sing ‘We Are The 
World’ and the Boom de Yada chant 
brings a tear to my eye,” said Osama 
bin-Laden, wiping his face with a 
dusty headscarf.  “I love the whole 
world, it’s such a brilliant place… 
preferably without the Westboro Bap-
tist Church.  Send those infidels into 
the sun.”


